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Rutherford holding on to lead in senior hockey

	The field is starting to spread out just a bit in the Caledon Senior Hockey League standings.

Rutherford Global Logistics edged Bolton Chiropractic Centre 2-1 last Monday in a tense, fast-paced fight for first place. Bret Smith

set up both goals for Rutherford, which maintained its grip on first place with a 3-0-2 record. In the other games, Heart Lake

Insurance and Fines Ford Lincoln tied 4-4 and Yale Industrial Trucks nipped Jiffy Lube Oilers 6-5.

Rutherford 2, Bolton Chiropractic 1

Rutherford spotted the Bonebenders a 1-0 lead early in the second period and then Smith set up Jim Pitre for the tying goal 12

minutes later.

Joe Palumbo shook off the cobwebs from his recent tour of Italy to score the winner with 4:10 left in the third period with Smith

again providing the setup.

Pete McNamara scored for the Chiropractors on assists from Gary Moss and Ted Callighen.

Heart Lake 4, Fines Ford 4

Gary Faultless was the hero for Fines Ford in a wild third period that saw both teams combine for six goals.

Faultless bagged the tying marker with 1:38 left in the game and added two assists. John Pallotta scored two goals for Fines with

Paul Speck adding a goal and an assist. Single assists went to Marty Madensky, Mike Foley and Jim Dunbar.

Victor Marrelli scored twice for Fines with Greg Frangakas adding a goal and an assist. Luch Pinarello scored the other goal while

Murray Hurst had two assists. Tony Dinis contributed one assist.

Yale 6, Jiffy Lube 5

James Heenan did the heavy lifting for Yale with three goals and one assist.

Ron Sampson added a goal and two assists while Greg Twinney had one of each. Robert Masutti scored the other goal. Defencemen

Stefan Pacula and Bruno Fracassi had two assists each with singles going to Rich Petrie and Al McFadyen.

Rick Agar paced Jiffy Lube with a goal and two assists while Bill Doherty had a goal and an assist. Mike Lo Dico, Garry Hoxey and

Mike McNamara had one goal each. Jim Rogers set up two goals while Steve Sanderson, Jeff Boyles and Randy Freitag had one

assist each.
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